Superformula DPF
The new additive Superformula DPF is a specific product to clean and
service particle filters (FAP/DPF/EGR) that can be used without any
disassembly of the parts. This new Magigas entry is particularly
recommended for city traffic or for short journeys (“Stop&Go”).
Superformula DPF facilitates particle (PM10) burning and actively
contributes to the reduction of carbon deposits even at low temperatures,
with a significant decrease of filter clogging.
But Superformula DPF is not just this, and, among its properties, we
remind its ability to increase the cetane number, improve the ignition
speed, and improve the lubrication of the components, with ensuing
reduction of the noise and of the exhaust fumes; in this way, it restores
many of the characteristics of a new engine.
Used regularly, it eliminates the need for manual cleaning, necessary
when the filter becomes too dirty.
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Moreover, Superformula DPF:
· Cleans and effortlessly regenerates the particle filters of diesel
engines with no need for disassembly
· Lowers the temperature at which particles burn, making the
process faster and easier
· Improves burning and reduces the emission of fine particles and
substances harmful to the health and to the environment
Reduces the presence of dusts on the filter
Extends the particle filter maintenance intervals
Reduces the number of regeneration cycles
Eliminates carbon deposits on the fuel injectors
When used regularly, reduces manual regeneration and decreases maintenance costs
Increases the Cetane number
Restores the engine original power
Reduces fuel consumption
Recommended especially for the city traffic or for short journeys (“Stop&Go”)
Suited for all Biodiesel fuels on the market

How to use it:
Pour the product directly in the fuel tank. Use percentages from 0.5% to 1.5 %, according to the filter clogging. If
necessary, for heavily soiled filters, repeat the treatment with the next fuel fill. For a correct maintenance,
repeat the treatment every 5/10,000 km. One 500 ml can is enough to treat 50/100 liters of diesel fuel.
In case of a consistent clogging of the filter, add the product to the fuel and get a specialized shop to carry out a
manual regeneration.
Superformula DPF is sold in 500 ml cans

For more information on this and other Magigas Extreme
Competition products, please contact:
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